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Abstract: We compute the non-perturbative contribution of semileptonic tensor operators
(q¯σµνq)(¯`σµν`) to the purely leptonic process µ→ eγ and to the electric and magnetic dipole
moments of charged leptons by matching onto chiral perturbation theory at low energies.
This matching procedure has been used extensively to study semileptonic and leptonic weak
decays of hadrons. In this paper, we apply it to observables that contain no strongly interacting
external particles. The non-perturbative contribution to µ→ e processes is used to extract the
best current bound on lepton-flavor-violating semileptonic tensor operators, ΛBSM & 450TeV.
We briefly discuss how the same method applies to dark-matter interactions.
1Corresponding author.
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1 Introduction
The branching ratio for the purely leptonic decay µ→ eγ has the current upper bound
BR(µ→ eγ) < 4.2× 10−13 , (1.1)
determined by the MEG collaboration [1, 2]. In the Standard Model (SM) including flavor-
changing Majorana neutrino masses, the decay rate is suppressed by (mν/MW )4 ∼ 10−48,
so the result Eq. (1.1) provides strong constraints on µ → e transitions due to new physics
beyond the Standard Model (BSM). The effect of new physics at energies above the muon
mass can be described by an effective field theory, and the leading operators that contribute
to µ→ eγ are the dipole operators1
L = Leγ
eµ
eLσ
µνµR Fµν + Leγ
µe
µLσ
µνeR Fµν + h.c. (1.2)
These dimension-five operators result in a decay width
Γ(µ→ eγ) = m
3
µ
4pi
(∣∣Leγ
eµ
∣∣2 + ∣∣Leγ
µe
∣∣2)+O(m2e) , (1.3)
1We use the conventions of Refs. [3, 4]. Other commonly used normalization conventions include factors
of e and/or mµ.
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so Eq. (1.1) places the limit√∣∣Leγ
eµ
∣∣2 + ∣∣Leγ
µe
∣∣2 < 3.7× 10−11TeV−1 . (1.4)
If one assumes that new physics consists of particles with masses well above the electro-
weak scale, the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) provides an adequate de-
scription of BSM effects [5, 6]. At the weak scale, the SMEFT is matched to the low-energy
effective field theory (LEFT) [3, 4]. In such a scenario, the dimension-five dipole operators in
Eq. (1.2) derive from dimension-six dipole operators in the SMEFT, so their coefficients are
of the same size as those of the other dimension-six operators. In this paper, we will consider
the case where Leγ is formally of order 1/Λ2BSM, and of the same size as other dimension-six
operators. In many BSM models, the dipole operators are typically induced with a coefficient
Leγ ∼ emµ/Λ2BSM, and so the limit Eq. (1.4) is equivalent to ΛBSM > 930TeV.
The operators in the low-energy effective theory below the weak scale have been classified
in Ref. [3]. We can calculate the decay rate µ→ eγ in terms of LEFT operators renormalized
at a scale µ ∼ 2GeV at which perturbation theory is still valid. The heavy quarks can be
integrated out of the theory, so the low-energy effective theory contains three dynamical light
quark flavors, q = u, d, s.
In addition to dipole operators such as Eq. (1.2), LEFT has dimension-six q4, `4, q2`2,
and G3 operators, where q, `, and G are quark, lepton, and gluon fields. The `4 and q2`2
operators contribute to lepton-flavor-violating processes such as µ → eγ. The `4 operators
contribute to µ→ eγ via a perturbative loop graph giving Leγ ∼ em`/(16pi2)L`4 , where L`4 is
a typical `4 operator coefficient. In this paper, we compute the non-perturbative contribution
of semileptonic q2`2 operators to the purely leptonic process µ→ eγ, and show that these are
of order Leγ ∼ e(F 2pi/Λχ)Lq2`2 , where Λχ ∼ 4piFpi is the scale of chiral symmetry breaking [7].
These contributions are significant, and the limit Eq. (1.1) on the µ → eγ branching ratio
puts interesting limits on semileptonic tensor operators.
The constraints of lepton-flavor-violating processes such as µ → eγ and µ → 3e on the
Wilson coefficients of both SMEFT and LEFT have attracted a lot of attention in connec-
tion with perturbative effects [8–11], while the non-perturbative effects due to lepton-flavor-
violating quark operators have been studied mainly in reactions involving hadrons as external
states [12–19]. In our analysis, we consider non-perturbative contributions to µ→ eγ, a decay
that has no strongly interacting external particles.
Within the LEFT, the perturbative renormalization-group equations can be used to com-
pute the running and mixing of operators from the weak scale down to the hadronic scale
around ∼ 2GeV. Below this scale, non-perturbative QCD effects are present and must be
included. At low energies, the interactions of the lightest hadrons are described by chiral
perturbation theory (χPT) [20–22]. In order to express the low-energy constants of χPT in
terms of the LEFT parameters, a non-perturbative matching has to be performed, either using
lattice QCD or phenomenological input. In this paper, we study the matching of semileptonic
q2`2 operators onto χPT operators that contribute to processes with no hadrons.
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(LL)(LL)
OV,LLeu (e¯LpγµeLr)(u¯LwγµuLt)
OV,LLed (e¯LpγµeLr)(d¯LwγµdLt)
(RR)(RR)
OV,RReu (e¯RpγµeRr)(u¯RwγµuRt)
OV,RRed (e¯RpγµeRr)(d¯RwγµdRt)
(LL)(RR)
OV,LReu (e¯LpγµeLr)(u¯RwγµuRt)
OV,LRed (e¯LpγµeLr)(d¯RwγµdRt)
OV,LRue (u¯LpγµuLr)(e¯RwγµeRt)
OV,LRde (d¯LpγµdLr)(e¯RwγµeRt)
(LR)(LR) + h.c.
OS,RReu (e¯LpeRr)(u¯LwuRt)
OS,RRed (e¯LpeRr)(d¯LwdRt)
OT,RReu (e¯LpσµνeRr)(u¯LwσµνuRt)
OT,RRed (e¯LpσµνeRr)(d¯LwσµνdRt)
(LR)(RL) + h.c.
OS,RLeu (e¯LpeRr)(u¯RwuLt)
OS,RLed (e¯LpeRr)(d¯RwdLt)
Table 1. Semileptonic LEFT operators involving a charged-lepton bilinear and a quark bilinear.
2 Matching the LEFT to chiral perturbation theory
If we consider the leptonic sector of the LEFT, at leading order in the electromagnetic coupling,
the quark dipole operators and the q4 and G3 operators only affect the hadronic vacuum
polarization function. The most interesting non-perturbative effect on the lepton sector is
given by semileptonic q2`2 operators. We consider the subset of LEFT operators involving a
charged-lepton bilinear and a quark bilinear [3], shown in Table 1.
Quark operators in the LEFT Lagrangian can be matched onto operators in the chiral
Lagrangian, as long as the momentum transfer is well below Λχ. Such a matching has been
extensively used in hadronic weak decays (e.g. see Ref. [23]). The results for scalar and
vector quark bilinears can be obtained from the usual χPT Lagrangian including external
sources [21, 22]. The extension to tensor sources has been derived in Ref. [24].
We quickly remind the reader of the construction of the chiral Lagrangian with external
sources. The massless QCD Lagrangian is supplemented by quark bilinears according to
L = LM=0QCD + Lext = LM=0QCD + q¯LγµlµqL + q¯RγµrµqR + q¯LSqR + q¯RS†qL
+ q¯Lσ
µνtµνqR + q¯Rσ
µνt†µνqL , (2.1)
where q = (u, d, s)T is the three-component column vector of the light quarks and the external
sources rµ, lµ, S, and tµν are 3 × 3 matrices in flavor space.2 By promoting the sources to
spurion fields transforming under chiral rotations, one obtains a QCD Lagrangian which is
formally invariant under chiral symmetry, and one then constructs the most general chiral
2Compared with the notation in Ref. [24], we use tµν → t†µν since the LEFT basis uses q¯LσµνqR operators.
The usual χPT scalar source is χ = −2B0S†.
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Lagrangian based on this chiral symmetry involving the spurion source fields and the matrix
U(x) = exp
(
i
pi(x)
F0
)
, pi(x) = λapia(x) , Tr(λaλb) = 2 δab , (2.2)
transforming as U → RUL† under chiral SU(3) × SU(3) rotations. In the above equations,
the matrix pi(x) is defined in terms of the eight Goldstone boson fields pia(x), a = 1, · · · , 8, the
Gell-Mann matrices λa, and the pion decay constant in the chiral limit, F0. Green functions
of quark bilinears are computed with the chiral Lagrangian via functional derivatives with
respect to the sources. Finally, the spurion sources are fixed to the physical values including
the contribution of the semileptonic LEFT operators.
Since the semileptonic LEFT contributions to the sources include a factor 1/v2 with
v ∼ 246GeV, we are only interested in terms linear in the LEFT sources: quadratic terms
are of the same size as dimension-eight contributions in the LEFT and can be neglected.
This applies to weak SM contributions to the LEFT coefficients and even more so to BSM
contributions suppressed by 1/Λ2BSM. Therefore, we explicitly split the contribution to the
spurions into two parts:
S 7→ S + S˜ , rµ 7→ rµ + r˜µ , lµ 7→ lµ + l˜µ , tµν 7→ tµν + t˜µν . (2.3)
The spurions S, rµ, lµ, and tµν describe the mass matrix and the coupling to the electromag-
netic field. They are fixed in the end to their physical values (in our sign convention the QED
covariant derivative is given by Dµ = ∂µ + ieQAµ):
S 7→ −M †q , rµ 7→ −eQAµ , lµ 7→ −eQAµ , tµν 7→ 0 , (2.4)
where Mq = diag(mu,md,ms) is the light-quark mass matrix.
The spurions S˜, r˜µ, l˜µ, and t˜µν contain the contributions from higher-dimensional oper-
ators. We only consider terms linear in the dimension-five and dimension-six LEFT operator
coefficients, e.g. the first entry in the 3× 3 matrix
S˜ =
S˜uu S˜ud S˜usS˜du S˜dd S˜ds
S˜su S˜sd S˜ss
 (2.5)
is given by
S˜uu = L
S,RL
eu
pruu
∗
(e¯RreLp) + L
S,RR
eu
pruu
(e¯LpeRr) . (2.6)
Note that terms proportional to GF induced by the SM weak interaction are included in l˜µ.
At order p4 in the chiral counting,3 the matching is easily computed from the chiral
Lagrangian by shifting sources as in Eq. (2.3), and amounts to the following replacement rules
3We will treat the LEFT sources formally as the same order in chiral counting as the usual chiral sources,
S˜ ∼ p2, r˜µ ∼ p, l˜µ ∼ p, t˜µν ∼ p2, so that the equations can be compared easily with the χPT literature.
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for the LEFT quark bilinears.
Scalar:
q¯LS˜qR → −2B0
[
1
4
F 20
〈
S˜U
〉
+ L4
〈
DµU
†DµU
〉〈
S˜U
〉
+ L5
〈
S˜UDµU
†DµU
〉
+ 2L6
〈
U †χ+ χ†U
〉〈
S˜U
〉− 2L7〈U †χ− χ†U〉〈S˜U〉+ 2L8〈S˜Uχ†U〉
+H2
〈
S˜χ
〉]
+O(p6) . (2.7)
Vector:
q¯Rγ
µr˜µqR → i
2
F 20
〈
r˜µDµUU
†〉+ 4iL1〈DνU †DνU〉〈r˜µDµUU †〉
+ 4iL2
〈
DµU †DνU
〉〈
r˜µDνUU
†〉+ 2iL3〈 (U †r˜µDµU −DµU †r˜µU)DνU †DνU〉
+ 2iL4
〈
r˜µDµUU
†〉〈U †χ+ χ†U〉+ iL5〈 (U †r˜µDµU −DµU †r˜µU) (U †χ+ χ†U)〉
+ L9
[
−〈r˜µFµνR DνUU †〉− 〈r˜µUDνU †FµνR 〉+ 〈r˜µDνUFµνL U †〉+ 〈r˜µUFµνL DνU †〉]
− iL9
〈
r˜µDν(DµUDνU
† −DνUDµU †
〉
+ 2L10
〈
r˜µDν(UF
µν
L U
†)
〉
+ 4H1
〈
r˜µDνF
µν
R
〉
+  terms +O(p6) , (2.8)
where we have omitted O(p4) terms involving αβλσ from the odd-intrinsic-parity (anomalous)
sector [25–28].
Tensor:
q¯Lσ
µν t˜µνqR → Λ1
〈
t˜µν(UF
µν
L + F
µν
R U)
〉
+ iΛ2
〈
t˜µνDµUU
†DνU
〉
+O(p6) . (2.9)
Here FµνR = ∂µrν−∂νrµ− i [rµ, rν ] and similarly for FµνL with rµ → lµ. B0, Li, and Hi are the
usual non-perturbative low-energy constants (LECs) that enter the chiral Lagrangian to order
p2 and p4. Λ1,2 are analogous parameters for tensor sources studied in Ref. [24]. The matching
of q¯RS†qL and q¯Rt
†
µνqL is given by the Hermitian conjugates of Eqs. (2.7), (2.9), and the one
of q¯LlµγµqL by rµ → lµ, U ↔ U †, χ ↔ χ† in Eq. (2.8). When computing matrix elements
to order p4, one has to include the contribution from one-loop diagrams with p2 vertices and
tree graphs with p4 vertices, as usual in χPT.
The operators on the l.h.s. of Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) are renormalized at a scale µ
at which perturbation theory is still valid. While the combination χ = −2B0S† and the
LECs Li are independent of the perturbative scale µ [21], the LECs B0 and Λi are scale
dependent [21, 24]. They connect the perturbative scale µ with low-energy hadron dynamics.
We can now match q2`2 operators in LEFT onto the chiral Lagrangian. Quarks and
leptons do not interact if electromagnetic effects are turned off, so we can directly get the
matching to lowest order in α from Eqs. (2.7)–(2.9). For example, the LEFT operators
OT,RReu
prwt
= (e¯Lpσ
µνeRr)(u¯LwσµνuRt), OT,RRed
prwt
= (e¯Lpσ
µνeRr)(d¯LwσµνdRt) (2.10)
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are matched onto
OT,RReq
prwt
→ Λ1(e¯LpσµνeRr)(UFµνL + FµνR U)tw
+ iΛ2(e¯Lpσ
µνeRr)(DµUU
†DνU)tw +O(p6) (2.11)
in χPT, where Λ1,2 are the same as in Eq. (2.9) up to corrections of order α. Since we are
matching onto χPT, Eq. (2.11) can be used for lepton flavors p, r = e, µ, and quark flavors
w, t = u, d, s. Similarly, using Eq. (2.7), the matching of the scalar operators
OS,RReu
prwt
= (e¯LpeRr)(u¯LwuRt), OS,RRed
prwt
= (e¯LpeRr)(d¯LwdRt), (2.12)
is given by
OS,RReq
prwt
→ −2B0(e¯LpeRr)
[
1
4
F 20Utw + L4
〈
DµU
†DµU
〉
Utw + L5(UDµU
†DµU)tw
+ 2L6
〈
U †χ+ χ†U
〉
Utw − 2L7
〈
U †χ− χ†U〉Utw + 2L8(Uχ†U)tw
+H2χtw
]
+O(p6) , q = u, d . (2.13)
The matching of OS,RLeu , OS,RLed is given by a similar expression with the hadronic part in
Eq. (2.13) replaced by its hermitian conjugate.
At order α, the q2`2 operators can no longer be treated as the product of quark and lepton
bilinears: e.g. the matching of the tensor operator Eq. (2.10) includes operators such as those
in Eq. (2.13) where the leptonic part is a Lorentz scalar, since both operators transform as
(3,3) under chiral SU(3)× SU(3).
We want to study the effect of q2`2 operators on µ→ eγ. The matrix element 〈γ(p, )|S|0〉
of a scalar operator to a physical photon vanishes due to Lorentz and gauge invariance. The
matrix element 〈γ(p, )|V µ|0〉 of a vector operator to a physical photon has the form
〈γ(p, )|V µ|0〉 = A(p2) [pµ(p · )− p2µ] (2.14)
by gauge invariance, and so vanishes for an on-shell photon. Eq. (2.14) has the structure of a
penguin amplitude, and does contribute if the virtual photon is attached to external fermion
lines, as in µ → 3e. The lowest-order version of this argument is a consequence of Eq. (2.7)
with U = 1 having no Fµν term, and Eq. (2.8) with U = 1 being proportional to ∂νFµν . The
absence of a one-photon matrix element for scalar and vector operators holds to all orders in
the chiral expansion, but to lowest order in α, since photon exchange between the quark and
lepton bilinears can change the Lorentz structure of the bilinears.
Ignoring QED corrections, which can mix Lorentz structure, the only LEFT operators
that contribute to µ → eγ are tensor operators, which can have a non-zero hadronic matrix
element to an on-shell photon:
(e¯Lpσ
µνeRr)(q¯LσµνqR)→ −2QqeΛ1 (e¯LpσµνeRr)Fµν +O(p6) , q = u, d, s (2.15)
– 6 –
Figure 1. The matrix element 〈γ|q¯σµνq|0〉.
where Fµν is the photon field-strength tensor. To study the impact of Eq. (2.15), we need the
value of the non-perturbative parameter Λ1. Naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [7, 29] gives
the estimate
Λ1 ∼ cT F
2
pi
Λχ
= cT
Λχ
16pi2
(2.16)
with cT of order one. Here Fpi = 92.3(1)MeV is the physical pion decay constant [30], and
F0 = Fpi to lowest order in the chiral expansion. Eq. (2.16) is the size one would expect from
the graph in Fig. 1 where the loop integral is estimated using the scale Λχ. The model estimate
of Ref. [31] gives cT ≈ −3.2. If we use the lattice input from Ref. [32] for the pion tensor
charge and relate Λ1 and Λ2 by vector-meson saturation [33], we obtain cT ≈ −1.0(2), where
the error is due to uncertainties in the vector couplings FV and GV and does not include
model uncertainties. Similar estimates can be obtained from [34, 35]. From Eq. (2.15) we
obtain the low-energy matching condition
δLeγ
eµ
= e cT
F 2pi
Λχ
[
2
3
LT,RRed
eµdd
+
2
3
LT,RRed
eµss
− 4
3
LT,RReu
eµuu
]
(2.17)
for the additional non-perturbative contribution to the dipole operator, where the LEFT
coefficients LT,RReq are evaluated at a low scale µ ∼ 2GeV, and cT (µ) is computed from tensor
operators renormalized at the same scale. Note that in (2.17), the µ dependence due to gluon
corrections cancels in the product of the LEC cT and the tensor operator coefficients.
Higher-order corrections in the chiral expansion to (2.17) could be calculated [24] but
would involve even more low-energy constants. For off-shell photons, the momentum de-
pendence of tensor-current matrix elements can be determined via unitarity and dispersion
relations [36].
3 Constraints on electromagnetic dipole interactions
3.1 Lepton-flavor-violating processes
For notational simplicity, we define
LTeµ =
2
3
LT,RRed
eµdd
+
2
3
LT,RRed
eµss
− 4
3
LT,RReu
eµuu
, LTµe =
2
3
LT,RRed
µedd
+
2
3
LT,RRed
µess
− 4
3
LT,RReu
µeuu
, (3.1)
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which contribute to µ→ eγ using Eq. (2.17). Eq. (1.4) gives the bound
|cT |
(∣∣LTeµ∣∣2 + ∣∣LTµe∣∣2)1/2 . 1.65× 10−5TeV−2 , (3.2)
using Eq. (2.17) as the only contribution to the dipole operator, which translates to ΛBSM >
|cT |1/2 250TeV ≈ 450TeV, using |cT | = 3.2.
In Table 2, we collect the constraints on the dipole and tensor operator coefficients at
the hadronic scale µ = 2GeV. Apart from the above constraints from µ → eγ, the same
tensor operators contribute to µ → e conversion in nuclei. Due to their Lorentz structure
these operators induce spin-dependent µ → e amplitudes, and do not directly contribute to
the A2-enhanced spin-independent rate. However, these interactions do indirectly induce a
spin-independent amplitude through their contribution to the dipole operators in Eq. (2.17).4
As a result, we can compare the limits on the tensor operators from µ → eγ and µ → e
conversion, the resulting bounds from the latter are shown in the last two rows of Table 2.
Here we used the expressions of Refs. [11, 37], which are collected in App. A, together with
the current and projected experimental constraints [38–41]
Br(Au) ≤ 7× 10−13, Br(Al) . 10−16 (projected) , (3.3)
and employed the same hadronic and nuclear input as Ref. [11]. The constraints in Table 2
are derived by turning on a single operator at a time at the scale µ = 2GeV. In this scenario,
the current constraints from µ→ eγ are stronger than the constraints from µ→ e conversion,
while the projected bounds are comparable. Note, however, that in a realistic BSM scenario,
there is no reason to believe that only a single operator is present at the hadronic scale and
in general the constraints have to be applied to the linear combination Leγ + δLeγ .
In a second step, we consider the constraints on the operator coefficients at the scale
µ = MW by taking into account the renormalization-group equations (RGEs) discussed in
App. B. Detailed analyses of these RGEs have been presented in Refs. [10, 11, 13, 19, 42–44].
We evaluate the bounds from µ→ eγ and µ→ e conversion by turning on single operators at
a time at the scale µ = MW . These constraints almost directly translate to limits on operators
in the SMEFT, using the tree-level matching [4],
LS,RReu = −C(1)lequ , LT,RReu = −C(3)lequ . (3.4)
In the case of the tensor operators, the running and mixing from µ = MW down to µ = 2GeV
and the non-perturbative matching lead to two effects at the hadronic scale: on the one hand,
the tensor operators contribute to the effective dipole operators through the non-perturbative
matching effects discussed in Sect. 2, leading to a contribution proportional to cT . On the
4It should be noted that the spin-dependent contributions in principle contribute at a similar level as
the spin-independent ones induced through the dipole operators. Furthermore, there are additional non-
perturbative contributions as discussed in footnote 5. Here we simply take the contributions arising from the
dipole operators as an estimate.
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other hand, the RGE evolution from µ = MW down to µ = 2GeV induces perturbative
mixing contributions to the coefficients of the dipole operators which are independent of cT .
Therefore, the bounds on µ → eγ constrain the linear combinations of terms proportional of
cT and independent of cT as shown in the upper half of Table 3. Assuming cT = O(1), the
non-perturbative contribution dominates for the couplings to up and down quarks, while it is
expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the perturbative term for the strange-quark
couplings.
In the case of µ→ e conversion, the RGEs have more important consequences: the tensor
operator coefficients also mix into the coefficients of semileptonic scalar operators LS,RRed,eu [3, 11].
As discussed in Ref. [44], these mixing effects from µ = MW down to µ = 2GeV turn out
to be large and give a significant contribution to the spin-independent amplitude.5 As in the
case of µ→ eγ, the bounds on µ→ e conversion constrain a combination of the couplings at
µ = MW that are independent of cT and a non-perturbative contribution proportional to cT .
Due to the large mixing into scalar operators, the non-perturbative pieces are negligible for
the couplings to the up and down quarks, while they contribute at the O(10%) level for the
strange-quark couplings, as shown in the lower half of Table 3.
Note that the current constraints from µ→ e conversion are of the same order of magni-
tude as the limits from µ→ eγ, if we use the model estimate cT ≈ −3. In this case, the µ→ e
conversion limits are somewhat stronger for the couplings involving the up and down quarks,
while the strange-quark couplings are more stringently constrained by the µ → eγ limit. It
should be mentioned that these comparisons are currently rather uncertain due to the fact
that only NDA and model estimates exist for cT . In addition, the two observables depend
on different linear combinations of the tensor interactions. In particular, the combination of
couplings that enters µ→ eγ only depends on the quark charges, while the spin-independent
µ → e conversion rate also involves the matrix elements 〈N |q¯q|N〉. This implies that the
two observables are complementary probes, as one would generally expect BSM physics to
generate multiple operators in the LEFT.
3.2 Constraints on flavor-diagonal dipole moments
Analogously to the µ → eγ operators in Eq. (2.17), flavor-diagonal dipole operators can be
induced by LT,RReu
lluu
, LT,RRed
lldd
, and LT,RRed
llss
. These dipole couplings subsequently contribute to the
anomalous magnetic moments of the leptons, ∆al = al − aSMl , through their real parts, while
the imaginary parts induce electric dipole moments (EDMs), dl,
∆al = −4 ml
e
ReLeγ
ll
, dl = −2 ImLeγ
ll
. (3.5)
5 In principle there are additional contributions to the spin-independent amplitude that also appear at
O(e2/(4pi)2). Firstly, a spin-independent (N¯N)(µ¯e) interaction can be induced in the chiral Lagrangian by
the combination of the tensor operator with two electromagnetic currents. In addition, there are chiral loops
involving photon exchange around the leading-order spin-dependent (N¯N)(µ¯e) interaction that is generated
by LT,RRed,eu . As these contributions involve unknown LECs we neglect them here and use the RGE-induced
contribution as an estimate of the full amplitude.
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µ = 2GeV Leγ
eµ
cTL
T,RR
eu
eµuu
cTL
T,RR
ed
eµdd
cTL
T,RR
ed
eµss
(c) Br(µ→ eγ) ≤ 4.2× 10−13 3.7× 10−11 1.2× 10−5 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5
(e) Br(µ→ eγ) . 4× 10−14 1.1× 10−11 3.8× 10−6 7.6× 10−6 7.6× 10−6
(c) Br(Au) ≤ 7× 10−13 7.6× 10−10 2.6× 10−4 5.1× 10−4 5.1× 10−4
(e) Br(Al) . 1× 10−16 1.1× 10−11 3.7× 10−6 7.4× 10−6 7.4× 10−6
Table 2. Current (c) and expected (e) limits from µ→ eγ and µ→ e conversion experiments on the
coefficients of the dipole and tensor operators at the scale µ = 2GeV. The limits are given in units
of TeV−2 for the tensor operators, while those for Leγ
eµ
are in units of TeV−1. They constrain the
absolute values of both the listed coefficients as well as the coefficients Leγ
µe
and cTL
T,RR
eq
µeqq
.
µ = MW Leγ
eµ
(cT − 0.07)LT,RReu
eµuu
(cT − 0.15)LT,RRed
eµdd
(cT − 3.1)LT,RRed
eµss
(c) Br(µ→ eγ) ≤ 4.2× 10−13 3.8× 10−11 1.4× 10−5 2.8× 10−5 2.8× 10−5
(e) Br(µ→ eγ) . 4× 10−14 1.2× 10−11 4.4× 10−6 8.8× 10−6 8.8× 10−6
Leγ
eµ
(1 + 5× 10−3cT )LT,RReu
eµuu
(1 + 5× 10−3cT )LT,RRed
eµdd
(1 + 0.1cT )L
T,RR
ed
eµss
(c) Br(Au) ≤ 7× 10−13 7.9× 10−10 1.6× 10−6 3.0× 10−6 7.0× 10−5
(e) Br(Al) . 1× 10−16 1.1× 10−11 2.0× 10−8 4.0× 10−8 8.9× 10−7
Table 3. Current (c) and expected (e) limits from µ→ eγ and µ→ e conversion experiments on the
coefficients of the dipole and tensor operators at the scale µ = MW . The first and fourth rows indicate
the combinations of Wilson coefficients and the LEC cT that are constrained by each observable. The
limits are given in units of TeV−2 for the tensor operators, while those for Leγ
eµ
are in units of TeV−1.
The linear combinations (1 + 5× 10−3cT ) etc. differ by about 10% between Au and Al.
With the most recent measurement of the fine-structure constant [45] a tension of 2.4σ between
SM prediction [46] and measurement [47] of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron
is observed:
∆ae = −0.88(36)× 10−12 . (3.6)
In the case of the muon, there is a long-standing discrepancy of 3–4σ between the experimental
value [48] and the SM prediction, which consists of QED [46, 49, 50], electroweak [51–58], and
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hadronic [59–65] contributions:6
∆aµ = 2.64(0.63)(0.46)× 10−9 . (3.7)
Assuming Gaussian distributions, we translate these values to bounds
|∆ae| ≤ 1.34× 10−12 , CL = 90% ,
|∆aµ| ≤ 3.64× 10−9 , CL = 90% , (3.8)
which imply limits on the tensor operators due to the induced dipole interactions. Assuming
LT,RRi = 1/Λ
2
BSM and considering only the contribution of a single operator at µ = MW , we
obtain ΛBSM & 5–7TeV for the tensor couplings to the electron, while for those to the muon
we find ΛBSM & 1–2TeV. However, these constraints are not competitive with current LHC
limits, which, in the case of LT,RReu
eeuu
, find ΛBSM & 12TeV [80, 81].
The CP-odd parts of the dipole moments can be constrained by EDM measurements,
which, in the case of the muon [82] and tau [83] do not lead to significant limits. The electron
EDM is more relevant and is currently most stringently constrained by the recently improved
measurements on the paramagnetic ThO molecule [84, 85]. This system receives contributions
from the electron EDM as well as from scalar interactions between electrons and nucleons [86–
88]
ωThO =
[
(120.6± 4.9)
(
de
10−27e cm
)
+ (181.6± 7.3)× 107
(
Z
A
C
(p)
S +
A− Z
A
C
(n)
S
)]
mrad/s ,
C
(N)
S =− v2Im
f (u)S,NmNmu
(
LS,RReu
eeuu
+ LS,RLeu
eeuu
)
+
∑
q=d,s
f
(q)
S,N
mN
mq
(
LS,RRed
eeqq
+ LS,RLed
eeqq
) , (3.9)
where f (q)S,N are the scalar couplings of the nucleons for which we use the results of Refs. [89,
90]. The tensor operators thus contribute to ωThO non-perturbatively via de, while RGE
contributions arise through both de and CS (see App. B for details).7 In terms of the couplings
at µ = MW we have
ωThO
mrad/s
= Im
[
(16 + 4.0 cT )L
T,RR
eu
eeuu
− (8.0 + 2.0 cT )LT,RRed
eedd
+ (5.7− 2.0 cT )LT,RRed
eess
]
× 108TeV2 ,
(3.10)
6A broad effort is being made to corroborate and reduce the hadronic uncertainties in the vacuum-
polarization [66–71] and light-by-light-scattering contributions [72–79] using lattice QCD and dispersion rela-
tions.
7Analogous to the case of µ → e conversion, there are additional contributions that appear at the same
order, O(e2/(4pi)2). These consist of a spin-independent (N¯N)(e¯e) interaction that is induced by the combina-
tion of the tensor operator with two electromagnetic currents, as well as chiral loops involving photon exchange
around the leading-order spin-dependent (N¯N)(e¯e) interaction. We again neglect these contributions and use
the RGE-induced contribution as an estimate.
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showing that the non-perturbative contributions are of similar size as those induced through
the RGEs. Using the experimental upper bound, ωThO ≤ 1.3 mrad/s [85], we obtain ΛBSM &
5 × 103TeV and ΛBSM & 3 × 103TeV for the couplings to up and down quarks, respectively,
while for the interaction with strange quarks we have ΛBSM & 104TeV.
The EDM of Mercury receives direct contributions from tensor interactions as it is a
diamagnetic system. Following the analysis of [91] for the atomic [92] and hadronic [93] input
and using the current experimental constraint [94, 95] leads to somewhat stronger constraints
on the up and down quark couplings. In particular, for the coupling to the up (down) quark,
the mercury EDM leads to ΛBSM & 6 (12) × 103TeV, while it gives rise to a weaker limit
on the coupling to the strange quark, ΛBSM & 2 × 103TeV. This implies that although the
tensor interactions contribute to the mercury EDM directly, the contributions to paramagnetic
molecular systems can be significant, in particular in the case of strange-quark couplings.
3.3 Comment on dark-matter interactions
A very similar situation to the semileptonic tensor operators arises in the context of dark-
matter interactions. For dark matter consisting of weakly interacting massive particles that
couple to SM particles only through a heavy mediator, an effective field theory can be used to
describe the dark matter interaction with SM particles [96–99]. Under the assumption that
the dark matter particles carry a conserved quantum number, the dark matter fields always
appear in bilinears and give rise to operators that are similar to those in the LEFT. For
example, at dimension five the dipole operators
L(5)DM = C(5)χ¯LσµνχRFµν + h.c. (3.11)
arise, where χ denotes the dark matter fermion. At dimension six, the EFT contains four-
fermion operators (χ¯Γχ)(q¯Γq), e.g. the tensor operators
L(6)DM = C(6)q (χ¯LσµνχR)(q¯LσµνqR) + h.c. (3.12)
For direct-detection experiments, the interaction of dark matter with nucleons has to be
studied. The constraints of chiral symmetry have been analyzed in [97, 100] for the case of
vector, axial-vector, scalar, and pseudo-scalar interactions. The tensor operators (3.12) lead
to spin-dependent interactions that are not enhanced by A2. The leading contribution to
the nucleon tensor form factors [101, 102] is given by the tensor charges and requires lat-
tice QCD input [93]. Through perturbative RGE mixing, the tensor operators induce the
electromagnetic dipole operators (3.11) [103], which leads to a spin-independent contribu-
tion to the cross section [104, 105]. In addition to these perturbative RGE effects, again a
non-perturbative contribution is generated in analogy to the semileptonic dipole operators
discussed in Sect. 2. Given the similarities to the case of µ → eγ, the linear combination of
the contributions due to the RGEs and those due to cT is the same as those in the first row
of Table 3 (where Leγ
eµ
and LT,RRed,eu
eµqq
are to be identified with C(5) and C(6)q , respectively). As
a result, for cT = O(1), the contributions of the couplings to up and down quarks will be
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dominated by the non-perturbative piece, while it is expected to be of similar size as the RGE
term for the strange-quark couplings.
Apart from the contribution proportional to cT , another non-perturbative contribution is
given by the coupling of the tensor current to pion exchange between two nucleons or to pion
loops at the one-nucleon level.8 The coupling of the tensor current to the pion is parametrized
by the LEC Λ2 in (2.9), which can be estimated using the lattice result [32] for the pion tensor
charge, Λ2 = 6.0(3)MeV.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the non-perturbative contributions of semileptonic LEFT
operators to the purely leptonic process µ → eγ. Although scalar and vector operators do
not induce this process (without additional QED corrections), q2`2 tensor interactions do
generate this decay through a non-perturbative contribution to the leptonic dipole operators,
Leγ ∼ e(F 2pi/Λχ)Lq2`2 . To quantify this contribution we have matched the semileptonic tensor
operators to χPT, and estimated the required low-energy constant using NDA and the model
estimate of Ref. [31]. These estimates show that the non-perturbative contribution is expected
to dominate over the perturbative RGE effects for the couplings to up and down quarks, while
it is of the same order of magnitude for the coupling to the strange quark. The constraints
on the scale of BSM physics that can be set using the experimental limit on the µ → eγ
branching ratio are of the order of ΛBSM & 450TeV, as discussed in Sect. 3. These limits are
of similar size as those obtained from µ→ e conversion in nuclei for the couplings to up and
down quarks, while they currently provide the most stringent constraints on the couplings to
strange quarks.
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A µ→ e conversion in nuclei
Here we discuss in more detail the contributions of the operators in Table 1 to µ→ e conversion
in nuclei. The rate for this process can be written as [11, Eq. (3.5)]
Γ(µA→ eA) = m
3
µ
4
∣∣∣∣DAL∗eγµe + 4mµ ∑
q=u,d,s
N=n,p
(
CSLq
mN
mq
f
(q)
S,NS
(N)
A + C
V R
q f
(q)
V,NV
(N)
A
) ∣∣∣∣2
+
m3µ
4
∣∣∣∣DALeγeµ + 4mµ ∑
q=u,d,s
N=n,p
(
CSRq
mN
mq
f
(q)
S,NS
(N)
A + C
V L
q f
(q)
V,NV
(N)
A
) ∣∣∣∣2 . (A.1)
Here f (q)S,N and f
(q)
V,N are hadronic matrix elements, related to the scalar- and vector-charges of
the nucleons, respectively. DA, S
(N)
A , and V
(N)
A involve overlap integrals between the nuclear
and lepton wavefunctions and are taken from [11, Eq. (3.10)], while CSL,SRq and CV L,V Rq are
the following combinations of couplings:
CSRu = L
S,RR
eu
eµuu
+ LS,RLeu
eµuu
, CSRd = L
S,RR
ed
eµdd
+ LS,RLed
eµdd
, CSRs = L
S,RR
ed
eµss
+ LS,RLed
eµss
,
CV Ru = L
V,RR
eu
eµuu
+ LV,LRue
uueµ
, CV Rd = L
V,RR
ed
eµdd
+ LV,LRde
ddeµ
, CV Rs = L
V,RR
ed
eµss
+ LV,LRde
sseµ
,
CV Lu = L
V,LL
eu
eµuu
+ LV,LReu
eµuu
, CV Ld = L
V,LL
ed
eµdd
+ LV,LRed
eµdd
, CV Ls = L
V,LL
ed
eµss
+ LV,LRed
eµss
. (A.2)
The couplings CSLq can be obtained from CSRq by replacing the labels eµqq → µeqq and
taking the complex conjugate. It is conventional to define a branching ratio through Br(A) =
Γ(µA → eA)/Γcapt(A), where Γcapt is the muon capture rate. We follow Ref. [11] for the
hadronic [89, 90] and nuclear input [106].
In order to obtain the non-perturbative tensor operator contribution to µ→ e conversion,
one has to substitute Leγ 7→ Leγ + δLeγ with δLeγ given in (2.17).
B Anomalous dimensions
The RGEs for the dipole, scalar and tensor operators relevant for µ → eγ from Ref. [3, 4]
are summarized below. We treat Leγ ∼ emµ/Λ2BSM so that terms quadratic in Leγ have been
dropped. These equations agree with earlier results in Ref. [11]. There are some differences
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with the results in Refs. [10, 42, 43].
L˙eγ
rs
=
[
(10− b0,e) e2
]
Leγ
rs
+ 8e[Md]wvL
T,RR
ed
rsvw
− 16e[Mu]wvLT,RReu
rsvw
− 2e[Me]wvLS,RRee
rwvs
,
L˙S,RReu
prst
= −
[
26
3
e2 + 6g2CF
]
LS,RReu
prst
+ 64e2LT,RReu
prst
,
L˙T,RReu
prst
=
4
3
e2LS,RReu
prst
+
[
26
9
e2 + 2g2CF
]
LT,RReu
prst
,
L˙S,RLeu
prst
= −
[
26
3
e2 + 6g2CF
]
LS,RLeu
prst
,
L˙S,RRed
prst
= −
[
20
3
e2 + 6g2CF
]
LS,RRed
prst
− 32e2LT,RRed
prst
,
L˙T,RRed
prst
= −2
3
e2LS,RRed
prst
+
[
20
9
e2 + 2g2CF
]
LT,RRed
prst
,
L˙S,RLed
prst
= −
[
20
3
e2 + 6g2CF
]
LS,RLed
prst
,
L˙S,RRee
prst
= 16e2LS,RRee
ptsr
− 4e2LS,RRee
prst
, (B.1)
where L˙ = 16pi2µ ddµL, CF =
4
3 , and b0,e = −43(ne + 13nd + 43nu) is the leading coefficient of
the QED β-function. Note that LS,RRee
prst
= LS,RRee
stpr
by symmetry of the operator OS,RR,ee . The
labels p, r, s, t, w, v in Eq. (B.1) run over the flavors active at a given scale µ.
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